INTRODUCTION

Trichromacy and the Trichromatic Theory
The most fundamental property of human color vision remains that of tdchromacy. Consider a circular matching field subtending two degrees of visual angle and divided into two halves. Suppose that we illuminate the left half of the field with three fixed wavelengths, and the right half with any other wavelength or spectral mixture. The three fixed wavelengths, by an unhappy convention, are called primaries, but the actual wavelengths chosen are arbitrary, provided only that no one of them can be matched by mixing the other two. Now, by adjusting only the intensities of the three primaries, the observer will be able to achieve a color match between the two sides of the field, although sometimes he will have to move one of the primaries to the right-hand side of the field. This is what is meant experimentally by saying that human foveal vision is trichromatic. By systematic experiments of this kind we can derive color matching functions, which give the amounts of our three primaries required to match each wavelength in the visible spectrum. Trichromacy arises because there are just three types of cone photoreceptor in the normal retina, each type containing a different photosensitive pigment (Figure 1 ). The three pigments are maximally sensitive in different parts of the spectrum, but their sensitivities overlap. Because of this overlap, no one of the primaries in a color-matching experiment will uniquely stimulate a single class of cone, and thus psychophysical color-matching functions cannot tell us directly how the sensitivities of the cones vary with wavelength.
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.19~.96 531 559 nm 2s.000 22.s00 20.000 ~7.s00~.000 WczvenumbeF (cm -~) Figure 1 The absorbance spectra of the four photopigments of the normal human retina; the solid curves are for the three kinds of cone, the dotted curve for the rods. The quantity plotted is absorbance, i.e. log (intensity of incident light/intensity of transmitted light), expressed a percentage of its maximum value; when "normalized" in this way, absorbance spectra have the useful property that their shape is independent of the concentration of the pigment (Knowles & Dartnall 1977, Chap. 3) . It has become customary to plot absorbance spectra not against wavelength, but against its reciprocal, wavenumbcr, in part because it was once thought that photopigment spectra were of constant shape on such an abscissa, and in part because frequency (which is directly proportional to wavenumber) is independent of the These curves are based on microspectrophotometric measurements of 137 receptors from seven human retinae. The data will be published in detail elsewhere, and I am most grateful to Professor H. ~. A. Dartnall and Dr. ~. Bowmaker for permission to reproduce the absorbance spectra shown here.
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The curves plotted in Figure 1 are absorbance spectra, which show for a given pigment how the quantity log (incident light/transmitted fight) varies with wavdength. Also shown is the absorbance spectrum for the rods, which subserve our colorless vision at low levels of illumination; notice the essential similarity of shape of the four curves. All four photo#g-ments, it is thought, consist of a protein molecule (called the "opsin") which is bound a derivative of vitamin A~, l l-cis-retinal (called the "ehromophoric group"). The same ehromophorie group is common to all the pigments but absorbs maximally at different wavelengths according to the protein to which it is bound.
The peak sensitivities of the cones lie in the violet (at a wavelength of approximately 420 nanometers), in the green (ca 530 nm) and in the yellowgreen (ca 560 nm). The effect of selective absorption by the lens of the eye is to shift the peak sensitivity of the short-wavelength (violet-sensitive) cones to 440 nm when measurements are made in terms of the radiance incident at the cornea. It is traditional to speak of "blue, .... green," and "red" cones, but this practice misleads equally the trusting student and the unguarded expert, and from now on I shall write of short-wavelength (S), middle-wavelength (M), and long-wavelength (L) cones.
In man and primates, any individual cone is thought to obey the Principle of Univariance: although the input to the cone can vary in wavelength and in intensity, the cone's electrical polarization increases simply with the rate at which photons are absorbed. All that varies as wavelength varies is the probability that an individual photon will be absorbed (the absorbance spectra of Figure 1 reflect this changing probability). Thus an individual class of cones is as color blind as are the rods. But whereas there is but one class of rod, there are three types of cone; and by comparing the rates of absorption in different classes of cone, the visual system becomes able to discriminate wavelength.
Psychophysical Estimates of the Cone Sensitivities
Reliable physical measurements of human absorbance spectra (Figure 1 ) have become available only in the last 2 years, and they certainly do not make redundant the many psychophysical estimates of the spectral sensitivities of the cones. For what we ultimately want to explain is seeing, and only psychophysical measurements can assure us that our physical measurements are relevant to color vision.
As we have seen, the overlap of the cone sensitivities means that we cannot discover the properties and spectral sensitivity of a class of cone simply by stimulating the retina with single colored lights. (There are many similar difficulties in other fields of experimental psychology. For example, we cannot study primary memory merely by asking our subject to report www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews back a list of words within.a:few seconds of presentation; some items may be recovered from primary memory, some from secondary memory.) To "isolate" one class of cone--to cause the subject's response to be determined by only that one class--typical psychophysical strategies have been to select observers who appear to lack either one or two of the three classes, to use temporal or spatial parameters to which some cones are thought to be insensitive, or to use colored adapting fields that selectively depress one or two classes of cone. Often two such devices are combined. I give below an account of one celebrated and easily understood technique, that of W. S. Stiles. There are two reasons for describing this in detail. First, it well illustrates some basic c.~C~pts and procedures, which are echoed in later methods. Second, although Stiles's system was set out more than 40 years ago, his work was curiously neglected for many years and has been more frequently cited in the last 6 years than during any previous period; so I shall have to refer to it frequently. In part, Stiles's papers may have gone unread earlier because they were obscurely published; this has been remedied by their recent republication in a single volume (Stiles 1978) .
The Two-color Procedure and the ~r Mechanisms
Stiles typically presented a 200-msec foveal test flash of wavelength k on a larger adapting field of wavelength p (Figure 2a ). For a given combination of }~ and p, the threshold intensity for detecting the incremental test flash is measured at a number of intensities of the field; this gives a "threshold-vsintensity" (t.v.i.) curve (see Figure 2b ).
To account for how t.v.i, curves change with variations in ~ and p, Stiles postulated that there exist, at a peripheral stage of the visual system, associations of cones (or ~r mechanisms) that obey two principles: first, the Principle of Univariance, and second, what I shall refer to as the Principle of,4daptive Independence. The latter specifies that the sensitivity of each r mechanism depends only on the rate at which photons are absorbed from the adapting field by that mechanism and is independent of the rates of absorption by other ~r mechanisms. It was from strictly psychophysical observations that Stiles inferred the existence of mechanisms with these two properties; so the ~ mechanisms arc what psychologists call "hypothetical constructs." Since three of them are now known to have spectral sensitivities quite close to those of the cones, their status approaches that of the gene, which existed as a hypothetical construct for 50 years before it could, with qualifications, be identified with a section of a DNA molecule.
In the field sensitivity version of Stiles's method, )~ is held constant and is chosen to favor one of the ~r mechanisms. T.v.i. curves arc obtained for different values of p. Two such curves are shown in Figure 2b . Provided detection remains dependent on a single ~r mechanism with the properties www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews defined above, then all that will happen as p is varied is that the entire t.v.i, curve will move to and fro along the logarithmic abscissa without any other distortion. Stiles called this a displacement rule; in recent literature the same property of the t.v.i, curve is sometimes called shape invariance.
The "field sensitivity" of the ¢r mechanism is directly given by the lateral movements of the t.v.i, curve as/z changes. A helpful way to look at it is this. If we could plot on the abscissa and ordinate of Figure 2b the actual rates at which photons are absorbed from the field and from the test flash, then the curve would always be the same (owing to the two defining properties of a¢r mechanism). But in fact we know only the rate at which photons are delivered to the observer's cornea. What the lateral movements of the curve show us is how the probability of absorption of an individual photon varies as we vary/z. Remember that a constant shift on a logarithmic axis is equivalem to multiplication by a constant factor. Figure 2c shows graphically the derivation of field sensitivity for the long-wave ¢r mechanism. Fields of wavelength/z2 need to be 100 times ("2 log units") more intense than for/z I to raise the threshold by the same criterion amount ( Figure 2b) ; this means that the mechanism is 2 logl0 units less sensitive to P2 than to bq (Figure 2c ). The spectral sensitivity curve derived in Figure 2c is called an action spectrum: it shows the intensity required at different wavelengths to achieve a criterion effect (in this case a rise of 1 log~0 unit in the threshold). Its relation to the absorbance spectrum of the L cones will be a matter for discussion later in the review.
By holding/z constant and manipulating )~, Stiles derives a second measure, test sensitivity, from entirely analogous movements of the t.v.i, curve along the ordinate. Sooner or later, however, as )t and pt are varied, shape invariance will fail--the t.v.i, curve may, for example, break up into two branches that move independently. When this happens, Stiles's postulates require him to suppose that a different zr mechanism has taken over detection. The three main ¢r mechanisms so derived have peak sensitivities, measured at the cornea, of approximately 440 nm (¢r3), 540 nm (¢r~), 570 nm (~'~). However, Stiles found more failures of shape invadance than were compatible with three independent cone systems and was led, for example, to postulate three blue-sensitive mechanisms (¢r~, ¢r2, ¢r3), which all peak near 440 nm but differ in their sensitivity to longwave fields. Modern opinion attributes these additional failures of shape invariance to limited failures of adaptive independence, and I shall have much to say about this later. For a more detailed introduction to Stiles's method, see Marriott (1976) . A brief history of the rr mechanisms is given by Stiles (1980) . www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews
Postreceptoral Processes
Since individual classes of cone are color blind, there must exist neural machinery to compare the outputs of different classes. The way this comparison is made is thought to be analogous to the way local differences in retinal illumination are detected: some ganglion cells in the primate retina appear to receive excitatory inputs from one or two classes of cone and inhibitory signals from the remaining cones.
In the last two decades it has become very clear that the pattern of activation of the photoreceptor array is examined by a variety of postreeeptoral pathways o.r "channels" that extract different attributes of the stimulus (for a review, see Lennie 1980) . These channels, functionally parallel and anatomically intermingled, may correspond to morphologically distinct classes of fibers with perhaps different conduction speeds, different integrative properties, and different central destinations. Only a subset of these channels--the color-opponent channels---are concerned to extract information about wavelength. Accordingly, a dominant objective of color psychophysicists in recent years has been to find ways of isolating particular classes of postreceptoral channel, much as they earlier sought strategies that caused the response to depend on individual classes of cone.
The relative weightings of signals from the three cone types may be different for different postreceptoral channels and thus for different visual functions. If we ask subjects to equate lights of different wavelength for luminosity (e.g. by flicker photometry, in which a comparison light is alternated with a standard and the intensity of the comparison light is adjusted to minimize flicker), then we lind that the spectral luminosity function thus obtained behaves as if it is dominated by the response of the L cones; the M cones apparently contribute less and the S cones possibly nothing at all. At any rate, this is the conclusion we must reach if we take modern estimates of the spectral sensitivities of the cones and if we adopt the common (though not entirely satisfactory) hypothesis that the spectral luminosity function represents the linear sum of signals from different classes of cone.
The contributions of the different cones to hue appear to be ordered in the opposite way. The S cones make a very large contribution to hue despite their low absolute sensitivity; and if--as many do--we wanted to suppose that L and M cones are making equal contributions to color-opponent ehannds when a light appears yellow, we should have to suppose that the M signal has been given a greater weighting before presentation to the opponent eharmel. However, another conclusion is clear from modern estimates of the cone sensitivities: it is quite impossible to maintain that the ratio of L to M cone signals is the same at the two points in the spectrum that appear neither reddish nor greenish ("unique yellow" and "unique blue" ca 575 and 470 nm respectively). Given this, there is little firm ground for taking the ratio of signals to be unity at either of these wavelengths. To explain the spectral position of unique yellow we probably should look outside the observer: unique yellow is close to the wavelength that produces the same quantum catches in the L and M cones as does the average illumination from our world.
Color Deficiency
About 2% of men and 0.03% of women are diehromats, who require only two variables in a color-matching experiment and who (in this .and other ways) behave as if they lack one of the three classes of cones of the normal. The terms protanope, deuteranope, and tritanope are used for observers who behave as if they lacked L, M, or S cones respectively. Protanopia and deuteranopia are inherited as recessive, sex-linked characteristics; inherited tritanopia is rare and is not sex-linked.
Against the idea that deuteranopia represents the simple absence of the M pigment (the "loss" or "reduction" hypothesis), the reader will often find it argued that the spectral luminosity curve of the deuteranope is little changed from that of normals. The curve for the protanope, on the other hand, does show a marked loss at long wavelengths, as would be expected if the L cone were absent. The considerations of the last section show why it is mistaken to advance this argument against the reduction hypothesis for deuteranopia: the spectral luminosity curve of the normal peaks at 555 nm and behaves as ff it is dominated by the L cone, which the deuteranope retains.
A second major class of abnormal subjects are the anomalous trichromats, who require three primaries to make all possible color matches but whose matches are different from those of normal observers. All modern evidence is compatible with the hypothesis that the anomalous retina conrains three cone photopigments, but at least one of them is abnormal in its spectral position. The term protanomaly is used to indicate the form of anomalous trichromacy in which the L pigment appears to be modified; deuteranomaly and tritanomaly correspond to analogous abnormalities of the M and S cones.
RECENT REVIEWS AND BIBLIOGRAPHIC SOURCES, TESTS, PERSONALIA
Books
A general textbook on color vision by Boynton (1979) is comprehensive and well balanced; with occasional exceptions it represents current orthodoxy. Those who enjoy a mild flirtation with heresy may turn to the text by www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews Wasserman (1978) , which has some good expository passages and some mistaken ones. An authoritative handbook on photopigments has been published by Knowles & Dartnall (1977) . Pokorny et al (1979a) have vided a very welcome survey of color deficiency, in which they attend equally to theoretical problems and to the details of clinical testing. A comparative review of vertebrate color vision is to be published by Jaeobs (in press). A number of significant papers on color vision appear in Festschrift for Lorrin Riggs (Armington et al 1978) , in the proceedings a conference held in Houston (Cool & Smith 1978) , and in the proceedings of the Third AIC Congress (Billmeyer & Wyszecki 1978) . The biennial proceedings of the International Research Group for Color Vision Deficiencies (e.g. Verriest 1980 Verriest , 1982 are of mixed quality but always eontain some papers of importance. A short, attractive introduction to colorimetry, Measuring Colour by R.R. Blakey (3rd ed., 1980) , is available free from Tioxide, 10 Stratton Street, London WlA 4XP, UK. Troubling remarks on surface colors and on transparency will be found in Wittgenstein (1977) . The curious, Joycean essay On Being Blue by Gass (1976 
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Reviews and Specialist Bibliographies
Much relevant background material will be found in a distinguished review of visual sensitivity by MacLeod (1978) . A recommended review of colorimetry is that by Wyszeeki (1978) ; for a gentle introductory treatment chromaticity diagrams and color appearance systems try Padgham & Saunders (1975) or Sharpe (in press) . Roneki (1975) provides an annotated bibliography of papers on rods and cones, which is a useful guide to the literature on rod-cone interactions and on the possible role of rods in color vision. Serra (1980) has compiled an annotated bibliography on heterochromatic photometry (the matching of the brightness of lights that differ in color), with special reference to what is nowadays called the minimally www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews distinct border technique, in which the subject adjusts the intensity of a colored field until it forms a minimally distinct border with a juxtaposed reference field of a second color. Reviews by Verriest (1974) and Lyle (1974) are bibliographic sources for information on the many toxins, drugs, and diseases that can impair color vision. Hansen (1979) describes studies which a perimetric form of the Stiles procedure was used to study cone mechanisms in visual disorders. Walraven (1981) reviews a series of studies on chromatic induction. Turn to Christ (1975) for a bibliography on color coding in visual search and identification tasks; see O'Neem (1981) for discussion of the use of color in street signs.
New Tests and Other Materials
The Okuma charts for detecting color deficiency (Okuma et al 1973) are constructed after the manner of classical pseudoisochromatic plates, such as the Ishihara, but the target is in the form of a Landor C, a traditional test stimulus for measuring acuity, and thus the same card can be presented repeatedly to the patient in different orientations, if, say, one wishes to examine the effects of visual angle or position in the field. These plates are available from Amoriex Co., Kyodo Bldg., 5 Nihonbashi-Honcho 2 Chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, 103 Japan; a rough English translation of the instructions can be obtained from the present writer. The City University booklet test (Keeler Instruments, Windsor, Berks., SL4 4AA, UK) is intended to distinguish different types of deficiency, including the tritan type, which is not detected by most of the traditional booklet tests. A new microprocessorcontrolled scorer for the Farusworth-Munsell 100-hue test (Biophysic Medical S. A., France) should allow more use of this classical test when large numbers of subjects are to be screened.
The Optical Society of America has produced its own series of uniform color scales (the OSA UCS system), in which the perceptual separation the colors is more even than in the Munscll system. These standards are available from OSA, 1816 Jefferson Place, N W, Washington DC 20036, USA.
Necrology
During the period of this review the death has occurred of H. Hartridge (1886 Hartridge ( -1976 and of his sometime pupil, W. A. H. Rushton (1901 Rushton ( -1980 . Rushton lived long enough to write two engaging obituaries of his former teacher (Rushton 1977b, c) and to recall that Hartridge, if not a Trinity man, was once a "sound Young-Helmholtz man" before he left Cambridge, entered "the most dangerous domain of color vision, the appearance of colors," and yielded to "the special pleading of each lovely color to make it legitimate by granting it a separate parent cone." Apostasy is unforgivable www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews in one wh." initiated you in the true faith, Many of the problems that exercised Hartridge during the 1940s--prereceptoral filters, chromatic aberration, the antichromatic response, Sloan's notch--are again to the fore, and it is worth returning to his papers. It is a pity that Rushton's bibliography of Hartridge omits his valuable book Recent ~4dvances in the Physiology of Vision (1950) , which contradicts any idea that Hartridge was preoccupied only with his polychromatic theory.
Rushton has left a brief, characteristically elegant autobiography--and an apology to colleagues for "the ungovernable sharpness of my scientific criticism" (Rushton 1975a) . It is astonishing to remember that Rushton entered the field of vision only at the age of 50 and published over 100 papers on the subject before his death. He was especially attracted to color by the elegant manipulations that the trichromatic system allows (see next section), and he in turn has visibly influenced the style of several colleagues and pupils.
THE FUNDAMENTAL SENSITIVITIES
Psychophysical Estimates
There is a sophisticated history to psychophysical derivations of the "fundamentals," the spectral sensitivities of the receptors, and many contemporary discussions are addressed strictly to the cognoscenti. The clearest recent introduction I have come across is that by Sharpe (1980) , who is especially concerned with the longwave fundamental. The serious student of this field should not fail to consult the monograph of Est6vez (1979) and the recent paper of Wyszecki & Stiles (1980) . DERIVATIONS FROM COLOR-DEFECTIVE OBSERVERS Dichromats offer two classical routes to the fundamentals. Both start from the hypothesis that dichromats retain two of the normal pigments and have simply lost the third.
The first method is to measure directly the spectral luminosity function of a deuteranope or a protanope, eliminating the response of the S cones by using high spatial or temporal frequencies (see below) and thus securing the putative sensitivity of the L cones from the deuteranope and that of the M cones from the protanope (Smith & Pokorny 1975 , Tansley & Glushko 1978 ). An interesting variation of this first method takes advantage of the fact that deuteranopes and protanopes are effectively monochromats in the red-green part of the spectrum: a shortwave "primary" light of fixed intensity and wavelength is mixed with a longwave fight of variable wavelength ().), and for each value of ), the dichromat is asked to adjust the intensity of the longwave component, until the mixture matches a fixed white. This www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews "Maxwell-match" method was used to examine the L cones of deuteranopes by Alpern & Pugh (1977) . At wavelengths greater than 530 nm the deuteranope was always able to complete the match with the one adjustment, and Alpern and Pugh infer that the adjustments needed at different values of , are simply those required to yield a constant quantum catch in the L COnes.
A second way of deriving fundamentals from dichromatic matches is to relate the confusions made by each kind of dichromat to the color-matching functions of the normal observer. Insofar as the normal observer can discriminate a set of lights that a certain dichromat confuses, hc must bc doing so with the single pigment that is lacked by that type of dichromat. Spectral sensitivities derived analytically in this way are called "K~nig fundamentals." Needless to say, several slightly different sets of K/~nig fundamentals can be derived by taking different data for the dichromatic and normal color-matching functions. The set of Ktnig fundamentals most often adopted by modelers during the period of this review have been those of Smith & Pokorny (1975) . The L and M functions of Smith and Pokorny are consistent with their direct measurements of deuteranopic and protanopic luminosities (see above). Two caveats may be helpful to anyone entering this literature. First, there is more than one set of"Smith-Pokorny fundamentals" in circulation: those tabulated by Boynton (1979) arc the pure K/Suig fundamentals of Smith & Pokorny 0975), whereas those given by Ingiing & Tsou (1977) wcrc derived by a hybrid method in which the shortwave limbs of the L and M Ktnig fundamentals were slightly modified to make them more consistent with the absorbance spectrum of a known photopigment, iodopsin. The second caveat is that the formula given by Boynton (1979) for the Smith-Pokorny middlewave function has the wrong sign in front of the ~ term.
Another recent set of Ktnig fundamentals are those of Vos (1978) , who like Smith and Pokorny, takes his normal color-matching functions from Judd's 1951 modification of the 1931 CIE "standard observer" but adopts different values for dichromatic confusions. Est~vez (1979) has argued that K~Snig fundamentals are more appropriately derived from the 1955 colormatching functions of Stiles and Burch than from the CIE functions, because only the Stiles and Burch data were obtained directly using radiometrically calibrated primaries.
Some additional evidence for the reduction hypothesis--on which all the above derivations depend--is provided by a reflection densitometric study of 15 deuteranopes by Alpern & Wake (1977) , who measured the reflectivity of the fovea at various wavelengths, first in the dark-adapted state and then after partial bleaching with red or green lights that were chosen to bleach approximately half of the L pigment. The measured changes in sp~tral www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews reflectivity, the difference spectra, were the same (within experimental error) whether red or green bleaching light was used. This result, which elaborates earlier measurements of Rushton, does not rule out the possibility of a small quantity of M pigment in the deuteranope---a quantity unmeasurable by this technique---but it does exclude forms of the classical "fusion" theory of deuteranopia in which it is supposed that L and M pigments are present in almost normal quantities but that pigments or neural signals are mixed to yield centrally a two-variable system. (Such hypotheses were traditionally supported by the deuteranope's luminosity function; see Introduction.) However, Alpern and Wake draw attention to differences in the anomaloscope settings made by different deuteranopes, and this raises a quite separate problem for derivations of the fundamentals from dichromatic data (see below).
SILENT SUBSTITUTION The Principle of Univariance (see Introduction) provides the theoretical basis for some new methods of experimentally isolating an individual class of cone. In these procedures, thresholds are measured not for simple increments, as in Stiles's method, but for a spatial or temporal transition between two lights that have been equated for their effect on one or two of the three classes of cone. If two different wavelengths or spectral mixtures are adjusted in intensity so that they lead to the same rates of quantum catch in, say, the M cones, then a "silent substitution" can be made between the two lights as far as the M cones are concerned. Detection of a transition from one light to the other must then depend on another class of cone---and if, say, measurements are confined to long wavelengths this will be the L cones. One can then use field-sensitivity measurements (see above) to derive the spectral sensitivity of the isolated cones: i.e. one finds for different values of/z the intensity of a background field needed to bring the transition to threshold. At this stage, one must, like Stiles, assume adaptive independence. The method may sound worryingly circular to the reader, for we seem to need to know the spectral sensitivity of at least one class of cone before we can set up the silent substitution in the first place. But in fact it is sufficient that one class of cone should be much more sensitive to the transition than the others; and by an iterative procedure it is possible to improve on an initially rough estimate of the spectral sensitivity of the silenced cones.
Rushton and his collaborators call their version of this technique the "exchange threshold method" (Rushton 1975b) , and they obtain field sensitivities at only two field wavelengths (540 and 640 nm). Thereafter, obtain sensitivities at intermediate wavelengths, they ask their subject to match a given monochromatic light (k) with a mixture of the green (540 nm) and red (640 nm) lights, and they cunningly arrange that the latter www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews mixture, whatever proportion of red to green the subject requires, always produces the same total effect on the chosen cones. (They can do this because they know the field sensitivities for the red and the green lights and they implicitly assume adaptive independence). Having adjusted the red/ green ratio to match the hue of ~,, the subject completes his match by adjusting the intensity of ~, to equate brightness. And now ), must be producing the same quantum catch in the chosen cones as does the mixture; and a spectral sensitivity can be obtained by repeating this operation for different values of 2~. This procedure is complicatedly elegant and is marvelously characteristic of Rushton; I have attempted a less compressed exegesis in Mollon (1979) . Cavonius & Est6vez (1975) use a more straightforward version of the silent substitution technique, calling it the "spectral compensation" method. They arrange that the spatiotemporal modulation of a grating should be invisible to two of the three cone types, and they measure field sensitivity throughout the spectrum for the isolated cones. Their three spectral sensitivities thus derived resemble the ,ra, zr4, ~r5 mechanisms of Stiles, although they find a systematic discrepancy at short wavelengths for the M cones. Piantanida et al (1976) used a similar method to obtain field sensitivities for normals, dichromats, and anomals. Silent-substitution methods are reviewed by Est6vez & Spekreijse (in press) .
A conceptually related method for securing the fundamentals is that of Williams & MacLeod (1979) . Here the principle of silent substitution used twice over, once in a spatial mode, once in a temporal mode. First, an afterimage is obtained of an intense, bipartite field, half of which is illuminated with green light (538 nm) and half with a longer wavelength, k (which is different on different occasions). It is well known that afterimages, being perfectly stabilized on the retina, soon disappear if viewed against a homogeneous field but can be revived by a sudden lightening or darkening of the background field. Working in the longwave part of the spectrum, where only two mechanisms are in play, Williams and MacLeod set out to find. combinations of (A) the ratio of the green light and X in the original bleaching light, and (B) the ratio of two background fields, such that the afterimage appears homogeneous and not bipartite, when, after initial fading of the afterimage, a transition is made from one background field to the other. When such a combination is found it is assumed that (a)a spatially silent substitution has been achieved for one class of cone during the original bleach, and (b) a temporally silent substitution has been achieved for the second class of cone at the moment of transition between the two backgrounds. Only with both types of cone thus silenced does the bipartite division of the afterimage become invisible. By discovering the critical combinations of ratios A and B at different values of ~, Williams and www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews MacLeod derive spectral sensitivities similar to those obtained by inviting protanopes and deuteranopes to make brightness matches in the same apparatus. Their method depends on, and their results support, the assumption that the losses of sensitivity produced by bleaching are independent for different classes of cone.
COLOR NAMING A very different route to the fundamentals is described by Krauskopf (1978) . If very brief (10 msec), very small (1.3') flashes liminal intensity and constant wavelength (say, 580 nm) arc delivered to the central foveola, then from trial to trial their appearance varies strikingly: sometimes the 580-nm flash appears a saturated red, sometimes a saturated green, sometimes desaturated or white, and sometimes it is not seen. Krauskopf supposes that three statistically independent channels are available for detection, that the saturated colors are seen when only one channel is activated, and that desaturated sensations arise when more than one channel is activated. Now, as wavelength is varied, the probabilities of the different types of subjective report also vary. Of course, these probabilities cannot directly give spectral sensitivities for individual channels, since the probability of seeing, say, a saturated red flash at a given intensity and wavelength depends on the sensitivity of the M channel as well as that of the L channel. However, Krauskopf reasons as follows. Allow that the probability of seeing a saturated red flash is identical with the probability (P'~.) of the L channel being activated in the absence of activation of any other channel (He gives evidence for this identity.) Then
where PL, PM, and Ps are the independent probabilities of detection by L, M, and S channels respectively. The probability of not activating any channel is the probability of not seeing anything at all (Pro) and is given
So a constant value for the left-hand term of Equation 3 means a constant rate of activation of the L channel. Since both P'L and Pns are measured in the experiment, we can obtain an action spectrum for the L channel by finding at different wavelengths the flash intensity needed for a constant value of P'L/P~. Krauskopf's general method of identifying sensory detecwww.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews tots is at a special advantage when two sensory channels have closely similar sensitivities--and thus when other methods of isolation fail. In the paper cited, evidence is given that the psychophysically identified channels correspond to single classes of cone, but this is a separate assumption and not intrinsic to the method.
Microspectrophotometry
Ostensibly the most direct technique for discovering the fundamentals is microspectrophotometry, in which a very small beam (typically 2/xm wide) is passed through the outer segment of an individual photoreceptor and absorption is recorded at different wavelengths. In his 1976 review, (3. H. Jacobs regretted that little had been done in primate microspectrophotometry since the classical reports of 1964. This has recently been remedied, and it is a happy turn of fate that Dr. Jaeobs has become a collaborator in the new work. Bowmaker et al (1978) published measurements for a large sample of rods and cones from Rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta); and results have followed for man , for the cynomolgus monkey Macacafascicularis , and for the New World monkeys Cebusapella and Saimirisciureus (Jacobs et al 1981) . The measurements are made with a microspectrophotometer designed by P. Liebman; a description of the instrument is given by Knowles & Dartnall (1977, p. 564 ft.) Whereas the classical microspectrophotometric records were obtained by passing the measuring beam axially along the 30-/.tin length of the outer segment, in the newer measurements the beam passed transversely through the receptor; it turns out that the ā bsorbance or "optical density" of the pigment is high enough (about 0.015 btm-1) that a satisfactory signal can be obtained from this much shorter path length, and the advantage is that the experimenter, viewing through an infrared converter, can be confident that the beam is passing through only one outer segment.
Listed in Table 1 for the several species are the values of kmax (= wavelength of peak sensitivity) and bandwidth for the different photopigments found. Figure 1 shows mean absorbance spectra for a large sample of cones from seven human eyes. The spectrum for the rods has been added to emphasize that the spectra for all four pigments are of approximately the same form when plotted, as here, against frequency (which is inversely proportional to wavelength). However, it has become very clear during the period of this review that the bandwidths of photopigment absorbance spectra are not constant in frequency units but increase systematically with increasing frequency. This is apparent from the exclusively primate data of Table 1 , but a similar relationship has been shown to hold for a variety of www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews nonprimate photopigments (Ebrey & Honig, 1977 , Knowles & Dartnall 1977 .
The most obvious way in which the new microspectrophotometdc results differ from the 1964 data of Brown and Wald and of Marks, Dobell¢, and MacNichol is in the value obtained for the )'max of the S cones: as will be seen from Figure I , these receptors are most sensitive at approximately 420 nm. The earlier reports and the newer ones do agree that the S cones are rare.
Concordance of Estimates of the Human Fundamentals
It is by no means a straightforward matter to compare psychophysical and microspectrophotometric estimates of the cone fundamentals. On the one hand, we have psychophysical action spectra expressed in terms of light incident at the cornea; on the other, we have physical measurements of absorption for a beam passed transversely through an outer segment. To reconstruct one type of sensitivity from the other, one must consider several factors:
(a) SELF-SCREENING It is necessary to allow for the fact that in vivo where the light passes axially along the outer segment, the photopigment in the anterior part will significantly screen the photopigment in the posterior part; this "self-screening," which is maximal at the )tam of the pigment, has the effect of broadening the absorbance spectrum (see e.g. Knowles & Dartnall 1977, Chap. 3). Since current thought favors an axial absorbance in the range 0,3-0.5 for palmate foveal photoreceptors, selfscreening will be significant. Wyszecki & Stiles (1980) compare color matches made at moderate illuminances (ca 103 td) with those made levels that would bleach most of the figment (ca 105); they derive absorbances of 0.44 and 0.38 for the (unbleached) L and M cones respectively.
(b) RECEPTORAL OPTICS We must allow for any wavelength-dependent optical funneling that occurs for an axial beam. The magnitude of any such effect is still uncertain, and most recent calculations have ignored it.
(c) PRERECEPTORAL ABSORPTION Correction must be made for wavelength-dependent absorption by the media of the eye and the macular pigment. The latter is an inert yellow pigment in the central region of the retina; its peak absorption is at 460 nm, and it is thought to be concentrated in the outer plexiform layer, perhaps in the fibers of Henle (see Snodderly et al 1979) . A small new complication is introduced by a distinct photostable violet-absorbing pigment in the inner segments of some primate photorewww.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews ceptors (Mollon & Bowmaker 1979 ). This pigment, with peak absorption at 420 rim, could selectively screen individual outer segments. [In its morphological location and absorption spectrum, though not its absolute density, it resembles roughly the pigment of the "ellipsosomes" described in fish outer segments by MacNichol ct al (1978) .]
If factor b is taken to be negligible and if conventional values are assumed for factors a and c, the corneal sensitivities that are reconstructed from the microspectrophotometric results suggest that the converging psychophysical fundamentals are close to the truth. Equally, however, because of residual uncertainties about factors a-c and because the several psychophysical estimates arc now very similar, it is unrealistic to try to use the microspcctrophotometric measurements to choose among the psychophysical estimates. Thus Bowmaker et al (1978) and , assuming an axial optical density of 0.525 and taking Wyszecld & Stiles's (1967) tabulated values for average prereceptoral absorption, showed that the reconstructed corneal sensitivities were in good first-order agreement with the mechanisms ~r~, *r4, and ¢r5 of Stiles; but using lower values for the optical density and slightly different values for prereceptoral absorption, Est6vez (1979) has shown good agreement between the microspectrophotometric spectra and his K/Jnig fundamentals, and Sharpe (1980) has shown good agreement with the Smith-Pokorny (1975) fundamentals.
I should like to emphasize how similar are the psychophysical estimates now in play. It is remarkable that this agreement has gone almost unheralded, given the wide variety of candidate fundamentals that were available only 20 years ago, and given the badly mistaken sets of fundamentals that are reproduced in textbooks (e.g. Gregory 1977a , Hochberg 1978 , Cotman & McGaugh 1980 . From a casual reading of the specialist literature one would gain little impression of the convergence that has come about: it is a basic psychological law that small differences arc harder to than large ones, and so it is necessary to shout louder about small differences in order to attract attention to them.
Briefly, the residual differences between psychophysical fundamentals are as follows. In the range 400-500 nm, thcrc is little disputc about thc shortwavc fundamental, and the discrepancies arc no more than could be attributed to experimental error and to the known individual differences in prcrcccptoral absorption: thus there is reasonable agreement bctween les's shortwave mechanisms (wl or ¢r3) and (a) the photopic sensitivity rare monochromatic observers who appear to retain only rods and S cones (Alperu 1978, Figure 14) and (b) the K~Anig S fundamental of Estdvcz (1979). Stilcs's ~'4 is extremely similar in bandwidth and spectral position to the KiAnig M fundamental of Estdvcz (1979) , but is rather broader than the M fundamental of Smith & Pokorny (1975) . When normalized at their www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews peaks the different longwave fundamentals are similar in their longwave limbs, but the shortwave limb of ¢rs is shallower than that of K/Snig fundamentals or deuteranopic luminosity functions, though the discrepancy is only slight in the case of Est6vez's L fundamental. A set of useful plots comparing different estimates of the L fundamental will be found in Sharpe (1980) ; plots comparing ¢r mechanisms with all three K/Snig fundamentals are given by Wyszecki & Stiles (1980) . Further discussion of the status the ¢r mechanisms will be postponed until postreceptoral processes have been dealt with.
Individual Differences
Recent literature provides a further reason why we should not exaggerate the residual differences between psychophysical fundamentals: this is the unwelcome possibility that the absorbance spectra of the photopigments may vary slightly in their spectral positions from one "normal" observer to the next. Bowmaker et al (1975) , in a study of frog retinae, reported an 8-nm (275-cm -1) range between animals in the value obtained for the hrnax of the rod pigment; the variation appeared both in difference spectra for whole retinae and in mean absorbance spectra obtained microspectrophotometritally from samples of individual outer segments for a given retina. Alpern & Pugh (1977) have suggested that the L pigment in a group deuteranopes varied in spectral position over a total range of 7.4 nm (230-cm-1). Their measurements were made psychophysically with the Maxwellmatching technique described above. Against the possibility that the inter-observer differences arose from differences in prereceptoral absorption, Alpern and Pugh offer (a) direct physical measurements of the spectral rettectivity of the bleached fovea, and (b) measurements of the ratio two monochromatic primaries needed to match different spectral lights. Against the possibility of systematic differences in the axial density of outer segments they point to the coincidence of the individual action spectra when adjusted horizontally on a wavenumber abscissa. But this latter argument is question-begging, since the spectra have fiat, indeterminate peaks, and the technique precludes much reliable measurement of the shortwave limb. If only vertical adjustment is allowed in their Figure 3 , the discrepancies can be described as a broadening of the action spectrum and thus possibly attributed to self-screening; it all turns on a very few shortwave points. However, whether or not the differences in action spectra are due to density differences, further convincing evidence that they were real differences is given by Alpern & Moeller (1977) , who show that two of the deuteranopes differed consistently on (a) Maxwell matches, (b) incremental test sensitivities (see Introduction), and (c) spectral luminosity functions made matching lights of different wavelengths to be of the same brightness. For www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews further discussion of Alpern and Pugh's study see Estdvez (1979) , who suggests that the proposed spectral shifts of the L pigment cannot quantitatively account for the variation in color-matching functions independently found by thcsc authors.
On the basis of color-matching functions for three deuteranomalous trichromats, Alpcrn & Mocllcr (1977) suggest that all dcutcranomals cannot have the same three pigments. And contrary to what would bc the common expectation, they report that a given deutcranopc will not accept the color matches of all deuteranomals, while Alpcrn & Pugh (1977) similaxly report that not all dcutcranopes will accept the matches of a given normal. Since a trichromatic match requires that absorptions bc equated in all three classes of cone, a dichromat ought to accept such matches if hc merely lacks one of the normars three classes of receptor. Alpcrn and his collaborators arc led to suggest that there arc not single L and M pigments that characterize normal observers; rather there is a range of possible L pigments and a range of M pigments. They additionally suggest that dcutcranomals draw both their longwave pigments from the L range and that protanomals similarly draw two from the M range. Alpcrn and Mocllcr indeed found a deuteranomalous observer whose matches wcrc accepted by two dcutcranopcs who would not accept each other's matchcsha result to bc expected if the dcutcranomars match is constrained by two L pigments, one common to each of the dichromats.
The microspcctrophotomctric results of Bowmakcr et al (1978, 1980 ) axe consistent with a limited variability of )kma x within each class of receptor; the variability is apparent both within and between retinae. In a study of 300 receptors (L and M cones and rods) from 17 Rhesus monkeys, Mollon & Bowmakcr (1981) found a statistically significant variation among animals; standard deviations across monkeys for rncan estimates of ~max wcrc 3.6 nm (L cones), 2.7 nm (M cones), and 1.7 nm (rods).
A limitation that faces the microspcctrophotomctdc results, and some of the psychophysical ones, is that measurements arc not made concurrently on all subjects, and wc must rely on stability of experimental conditions. To assess instrumental error, what are clearly needed are independent psychophysical and microspcctrophotomctdc measurements on the same subjects. Experiments of this kind have just begun. The species chosen is the squirrel monkey, Saimirisciureus, for in this species Jacobs has recently found large behavioral differences between individuals in wavelength discrimination, in Raylcigh matches, and in incremental scnsitlvity at long wavelengths (Jacobs 1977 , Jacobs & Blakcslcc 1980 . If categorized in human terms, somc'lanimals bchavc~ like mildly dcutcranomalous,trichromats and enjoy good wavelength discrimination in the red-green range, whereas some animals resemble severely protan observers. This is the first demonstration of www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews major individual differences in the color vision of a nonhuman primate. In a double-blind study, squirrel monkeys from Dr. Jacob's laboratory in Santa Barbara have been flown to London, where mierospeetrophotometric measurements are made. In a behaviorally protan animal, the cones were microspectrophotometrically found to cluster at 430 nm and 535 nm; in a deuteranomalous animal one shortwave receptor was recorded, no receptors with )tma x near 535 nm, and a range of receptors with Xm~ values in the range 546 to 577 nm, possibly falling into two groups with means 552 and 568 nm (Jacobs et al 1981) .
THE ANOMALIES OF THE SHORTWAVE SYSTEM
This is a topic that came to the fore at the beginning of the period of this review, but has moved so rapidly that some phenomena that were initially taken to be singularities of the shortwave system are now seen as general characteristics of color-opponent channels. Nevertheless there remains plenty that is odd about the shortwave mechanism. For the reader's convenience, the principal anomalies are listed summarily below and are arranged into two major subgroups, although the various phenomena are more interconnected than this superficial classification might at first suggest. By "anomalies of the shortwave mechanism" is meant "unusual features of our vision when detection or discrimination depends only on signals originating in the S receptors"; isolation has usually been achieved either by Stiles's method or by some form of silent substitution for L and M cones. For earlier lists and further discussion, see Willmer (1961) , Mollon (1977a Mollon ( , 1982b , Gouras & Zrenner (1978) , Pugh& Mollon (1979) , ; a bibliography on tritanopia by Barca (1977) is very useful.
Group A: Sensitivity of Short-wavelength System
1. ABSOLUTE SENSITIVITY The quantum efficiency of the shortwave mechanism is much lower than that of the L and M mechanisms (Barlow 1958) , although it is now clear that some part of this difference is due to lenticular and macular absorption (see above).
INCREMENTAL SENSITIVITY The Weber fraction (AI/I) for Stiles's
shortwave system is about 4.6 times that for w4 and ~rs. This is the value for Stiles's standard conditions of a 200-msec 1" flash (Stiles 1978) and corresponds, of course, to only one point on a temporal eontrastzsensitivityfunction (CSF) and one point on a spatial CSF (or more strictly, it represents a single point in a spatiotemporal contrast-sensitivity space). If we make the shortwave target very small or very brief, the Weber fraction and www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews the absolute threshold of the shortwave mechanism rise much more than those of ~r4 and ~r5 and we obtain the near-tritan states:
3. SMALL-FIELD TRITANOPIA, 4. TACHISTOSCOPIC TRITANOPIA, 5. SPACE CONSTANTS The reason that the Weber fraction is only 4.6 times poorer for the shortwave system under Stiles's conditions is that greater spatial and temporal integration compensate for the essential insensitivity of the shortwave mechanism. The penalty, of course, is poorer resolution. Thus Cavonius & Est~vez (1975) , using their silent-substitution technique described above, confirm earlier reports that the spatial CSF for the shortwave system peaks at "-~1 cycle.deg -~, has a high-frequency cutoff at "-10 cycles deg -~, and shows a low absolute contrast sensitivity (see also Klingaman & Moskowitz-Cook 1979) . A consequence of its spatial CSF is that the shortwave mechanism cannot contribute to the detection of sharp edges. Thus Tansley & Boynton (1978) , having adjusted the relative intensity of two juxtaposed, differently colored fields until the boundary was minimally distinct, found that the rated distinctiveness of the residual border between any two colors could be represented by placing all colors on a continuous curved line rather than in the two-dimensional space normally needed to represent differences between equiluminant colors; and when the two colors constituted a tritan pair (i.e. were confusable by a tritan observer and thus probably provided a spatially silent substitution for L and M cones) the border dissolved completely. Similarly, Valberg & Tansley (1977) showed that when monochromatic lights were juxtaposed to a standard white light, the rated distinctiveness of the border, when plotted against the wavelength of the monochromatic light, resembled a tritanope's saturation function; and Boynton et al (1977) found (for some conditions and servers) that introducing a gap between two fields actually improved the chromaticity discrimination of tritan pairs.
6. TIME CONSTANTS Elegantly arranging a temporal silent substitution for L and M cones (by alternating between 439-and 492-nm lights, a tritan pair), Wisowaty & Boynton (1980) measured the temporal CSF for shortwave mechanism without the use of the longwave field traditionally employed. They confirm earlier suggestions that the peak of the temporal CSF lies at low frequencies, in fact at 2 Hz under the conditions they examined. They also report that the addition of longwave adapting fields attenuate contrast sensitivity in a way that is frequency-selective, being greatest at low and high frequencies. But this latter finding is best taken only in the strictest operational sense: owing to the inverted-U shape of the CSF, www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews the magnitude of the loss of sensitivity is confounded with depth of modulation, and we do not know whether equal distances on the ordinate correspond to equal attenuations at the site where the longwave signal acts. Mollon & Polden (1976a) describe a subjective illusion resulting from the longer latency of the shortwave system, 7. TRITANOPIA OF THE CENTRAL FOVEOLA Williams ct al (1981a) have tackled the vexed question of whether there is a tritanopia of the center of the fovcola that is additional to the general insensitivity of the shortwave system to small targets. Measuring increment thresholds for the same wavelength but under conditions that isolate either M or S receptors, they show apparently complete absence of the shortwave mechanism in a central area of 20 min, a result that cannot be attributed to macular pigment, since the M mechanism is not concomitantly affected; and by using successive color matching (to exclude fading of a possible S-receptor signal and to avoid any spatial dii~culty in discriminating two parts of a small bipartite field), they show that matches made with the center of the foveola are truly tritanopic. When viewed from a distance, Plate 6 of the City University color-deficiency test (see above) prettily demonstrates the tritanopia of the fovcolar center. The common term for the phenomenon is fovcal tritanopia, but this is unfortunate, because (contrary to the belief of many psychologists) the anatomical fovea corresponds to a visual angle of ca 5.0° and includes the annular zone of maximal S-receptor sensitivity that lies at an eccentricity of 1°.
8. ACQUIRED TRITANOPIA Although congential tritanopia may not be as rare as once thought (van Heel et al 1980) , there is an interesting contrast between the genetic stability of the shortwave system and its disproportionate vulnerability to disease, both specifically ocular diseases such as retinitis pigmentosa (e.g. Wolf et al 1980) and systemic disorders such as diabetes mellitus (e.g. Birch et al 1980) . What in older reports are described "blue-yellow" defects are very likely to be tritanopia. Alpern et al (in press) give a particularly thorough demonstration of acquired unilateral tritanopia in a case of central serous chorio-retinopathy. There are two reports of a high incidence of tritan defects in women taking oral contraceptives (Marr6 et al 1974 , Lagerl/Sf 1980 . 9. NEONATAL TRITANOPIA? Preliminary measurements of increment thresholds on longwave fields suggest that some 2-month-old infants behave as if tritanopic (Pulos et al 1980) . www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews
Group B." Adaptational
Anomalies A second group of anomalies concerns the light and dark adaptation of the blue mechanism. It has become somewhat artificial to list these separately, since they are now seen to be interconnected. Moreover, it will be argued below that they represent general properties of opponent-color systems. Four examples are listed here and will be discussed further in later sections.
lO. LIMITED CONDITIONINt~ EFFECT Stiles found that the t.v.i, curve for violet flashes on a longwave field shows a plateau at field illuminances of 4-5 log td, before rising again at higher illuminanees. He denoted the lower and upper branches of the curve zr~ and rr 3 respectively (see Stiles 1978) , but his original term for the plateau--the "limited conditioning effect"--now seems more appropriate, for reasons that will emerge below.
11. RESPONSE SATURATION Unlike the other cone mechanisms, but like the rod system, the shortwave system can be saturated by steady adapting fields: when violet targets are presented on violet or blue fields of increasing intensity--in the presence of a fixed longwave "auxiliary" field--the incremental threshold rises more quickly than is predicted by Weber's Law (Mollon & Polden 1977a ). There is a further odd aspect to this "saturation": the state of insensitivity to violet increments is reached only after many seconds of adaptation and after the threshold has passed through a much lower value (Mollon & Polden 1978 , Stromeyer et al 1979 .
12. TRANSIENT TRITANOPIA If the eye is adapted for some time to light of long wavelength and the adapting field is then turned off, the threshold of the shortwave mechanism does not recover according to the normal dark adaptation curve but actually rises by as much as 2 log~0 units; so a stimulus that is readily seen when the field is present becomes quite invisible for several seconds after the field is extinguished. This phenomenon, early described by Stiles, was named transient tritanopia by Mollon & Polden (1975) . For detailed experimental results see Augenstein & Pugh (1977) , Polden (1977b), and Stiles (1977) . 13 . LIOHT ADAPTATION The adaptation of the shortwave mechanism to longwave fields has been known for some time to be unusually slow (see Augenstein & Pugh 1977) , and in fact the time course of adaptation turns out to have a very curious structure to it: for 575-nm fields of intensities greater than 101°'8 quanta.sec-l.deg -2 (which place the observer on the "~r3" plateau), the threshold for violet targets rise~ during the first 10 see of exposure to the field and only thereafter recovers (unpublished results by Mollon, Polden & Stockman; Mollon 1980a ).
Two Explanatory Principles
There is nothing grossly odd about the shape or size of individual S receptors when they are seen in the course of mierospeetrophotometry, but to explain the anomalies of the psychophysically defined shortwave mechanism we may turn to two hypotheses: THE SHORT-WAVE CONES ARE RARE Evidence for this hypothesis is provided by microspeetrophotometry (see above), by a histochemieal staining technique (Marc & Sperling 1977) , and by the histological damage produced by intense blue light (Speding 1980) . Although each of these methods may be open to unknown sampling biases, the last two gain credibility from the way in which the numerosity of the putative S cones in primate retinae parallels Brindley's (1954) psychophysieal results for the variation of ¢r I sensitivity with retinal eccentricity: the frequency of S cones is as low as 2-3% in the very center of the foveola, rises to a peak of approximately 16% in a zone equivalent to an eccentricity of 1°, and then falls to 8-10% in the parafovea. There is also evidence for a regular, widely spaced mosaic of S-receptors. Williams et al (1981b) offer convincing psychophysical evidence that the sensitivity of the shortwave mechanism in the foveola has a punctuate distribution, Electrophysiologically, primate ganglion cells receiving S-receptor input are found relatively rarely (Gouras Zrenner 1978) and are reported to be most common at eccentricities between 2 and 5° (de Monasterio 1978a). Whittle (1973) reported that suprathreshold flashes seen only 7r 1 cannot be dichoptically matched in brightness to flashes seen by the longwave mechanisms, although their intensities can be discriminated by differences in phenomenal salience (Whittle 1974) . Gouras & Zrenner (1978) state explicitly that S-cone inputs are detectable only in chromatically opponent ganglion cells of the primate retina; de Monasterio (1978a) basically agrees, but allows that a "fraction" of his nonopponent cells "received weak input" from S cones (the example he shows is somewhat ambiguous).
SIGNALS ORIGINATING IN THE S CONES HAVE ACCESS ONLY TO A CHROMATICALLY OPPONENT SUBSET OF POSTRECEPTORAL CHAN-NELS
An agreed upon and interesting result is that it is very much more common to record blue ON-center ganglion cells than blue OFF-center units 0Vlalpeli & Schiller 1978 , de Monastedo 1978a , Gouras & Zrenner 1978 . Also very suggestive is the finding that S-cone signals are virtually absent from fibers projecting to the superior colliculus (de Monastedo 1978a, c) ; this, rather than a difference between types of geniculo-stdate www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews neurons, may account for the very marked slowness of simple reactions to liminal ~r I flashes (Mollon & Kranskopf 1973) .
Hypotheses a and b might both in turn be related to the chromatic aberration of the eye, which ensures that the shortwave component of the retinal image is of little use for spatial discriminations when longer wavelengths are present.
COLOR-OPPONENT CHANNELS
Primate Electrophysiology
The color-opponent cells of the primate visual system differ from nonopponent cells in attributes other than wavelength selectivity; and this, of course, is of interest to psychophysicists seeking to isolate "color-opponent channels." Schiller & Malpeli (1977) confirm earlier reports that color-opponent retinal ganglion cells tend to be more sustained in their responses than do nonopponent cells, de Monasterio (1978a) essentially agrees, but reports that a more reliable distinction can be made on the basis of linearity of spatial summation within the receptive field--the classical basis for distinguishing X and Y cells. In a large sample of Rhesus ganglion cells, X cells had fully opponent responses, in that center and surround signals were drawn from different classes of cone. However, a less complete opponency was also seen in some Y cells: here the opponency arose because one of the types of cone mediating response in one part of the field made no contribution in the other. A second important difference between X and Y types of opponent cell is that the "surround" mechanism of the Y cell has a sensitivity that extends across the receptive field and indeed is maximal in the center, whereas the X ceils have an annular input from a true surround (de Monasterio 1978b) . Of the heterogeneous class of W cells, some have spatially coextensive, chromatically opponent inputs, and appear to deliver purely chromatic information to the genieulostriate pathway (de Monasterio 1978c). Color-opponent cells project predominantly to the parvocellular layers of the lateral geniculate nucleus and apparently not at all to the superior eollieulus, either directly (Schiller & Malpeli 1977 , de Monasterio 1978c or indirectly (Schiller et al 1979) .
Psychophysical Techniques for Isolating Color-Opponent Channels
Psyehophysieists have recently developed a number of stratagems to try to ensure that detection depends on channels that receive antagonistic inputs from different classes of cone. However, as we leave the receptors and enter the jungle of nerves, we do not have the trusty parang of univariance with which to cut our passage; the techniques of isolation are thereby less secure. Moreover, there are several reasons for caution in identifying the psychowww.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews physicist's "opponent channels" with the electrophysiologist's "opponent cells." First, although the psychophysical literature often simplistically contraposes chromatic and achromatic channels, there are many different types of retinal ganglion cell and there are degrees of opponency. Second, the properties revealed psychophysically may be properties that emerge from a population of neurons and may not be properties of individual cells. Third, different psychophysical "channels" may correspond to the same class of cell operating in different modes; an exan~ple of this possibility comes from Gouras & Zrenner (1979) , who show in Rhesus that "redgreen" color-opponent ganglion cells are more sensitive to alternation between colored lights ("chromatic flicker") at low temporal frequencies but become more sensitive to achromatic, luminance flicker at high frequencies, the action spectrum shifting from one with two peaks to one resembling VL Given the present state of knowledge, claims that detection "depends on color-opponent channels" should be taken (here and elsewhere) to mean only that detection depends on the comparison of absorptions in different classes of receptor. Nevertheless, detection by this mode is proving to have a clear signature: test spectral sensitivity shows multiple peaks (particularly characteristic is a depression ca 575 nm and a longwave peak ca 610 nm); and, as we shall see below, pairs of test flashes or pairs of adapting fields are often nonadditive in their effects.
The following techniques of isolation may be usefully listed:
USE OF INCREMENTAL TARGETS OF LOW SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL FREQUENCY Detection by chromatically opponent channels is thought to be favored when a colored, incremental target is large (say, °) and of long duration (say, 200 msec), whereas detection is held to be by achromatic channels when the target is small (0.05°) and brief (10 reset) (King-Smith & Carden 1976) . Ingling (1978) has cautioned us against relating these suggestions directly to the integrative properties of individual neurons, since the color-opponent, X ganglion cells have small receptive fields. Here perhaps is a case where we must consider populations of cells: as one increases the area of a circular colored target, the number of color-opponent cells available for detection should be proportional to 7rr 2, since any such cell can compare local differences between signals from different types of cone; but the number of nonopponent cells available for detection may increase only as 2~'r, since such cells are more sensitive to spatial transients than to homogeneous illumination (cf Dain & King-Smith 1981) . www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews MOLLON SPATIALLY COINCIDENT ADAPTING FIELD If monochromatic test flashes are delivered on a small, congruent "auxiliary" field and if fieldsensitivity is measured with a larger, concentric "main" field, then the field sensitivities obtained with long and middlewave targets are not those of ,r 5 and rr4 but are spectrally narrower and have peaks at approximately 605 and 520 nm (Foster, in press ). The effect is absent when the auxiliary field is presented dichoptically and is reduced when the target is small or brief. It appears that the presence of a contour coincident with that of the target masks a spatial transient that would otherwise allow detection by a nonopponent channel. Foster's configuration resembles that of the classical Dittmer-Westheimer effect (see Fry & Bartley 1935) , which does occur for relatively large targets (e.g. Crawford 1940) , and his results point to the interesting possibility that the Dittmer-Westheimer effect is absent or attenuated when detection depends on chromatic channels. This hypothesis, of course, becomes very plausible if you believe that the Dittmer-Westheimer effect arises because a spatial transient saturates edge-detecting cells that would otherwise respond to the circumference of the test flash.
TEMPORALLY COINCIDENT AUXILIARY FIELD No one seems to have tried systematically superimposing the chromatic target on a temporally coincident pedestal or on a randomly flickering field. These devices, which might eliminate detection by temporal transients, are listed here for eompleteness.
CONFINEMENT OF INPUT TO S CONES. EQUILUMINOUS TARGETS
These last two strategies are discussed above and below respectively.
Chromatically Opponent Processes Manifested in Threshold Measurements.
One of the most remarkable features of the last 6 years has been the evidence for opponent processes that has come from applications of Stiles's two-color technique, which was originally introduced for the analysis of receptoral processes.
INTERACTION OF TEST FLASHES Earlier work on the interaction
of test flashes of different wavelengths has been continued by Stromeyer et al (1978a) , who show that the detectability of a large, long °, 200 ms ee) re flash on a bright yellow field is reduced if it is accompanied by a similar green flash. Red flashes similarly reduce the detectability of green targets. By now the reader will not be surprised to learn that the eancelative effect disappears if the flashes arc very brief or very small. www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews
INTERACTION OF ADAPTING FIELDS:
COMBINATIVE EU-CHROMATOPSIA If the threshold is found for violet (~=423 rim) flashes on a steady blue (/~1=473 nm) field and if enough yellow light is now added to the first field to produce a composite field that is brighter but achromatic, then the threshold actually falls by several tenths of a log unit (Mollon Polden 1977c , Mollon 1979 . The intensity of the yellow field required for maximum facilitation increases with the intensity of the blue field . Sternheim et al (1978) and Stromeyer & Sternheim (1981) have described a very similar phenomenon when detection depends on the L cones: a 633-nm grating of low spatial frequency (1 c.deg -1) was presented on a 615-nm field of 103.7td and the detection threshold was found to be reduced when a 565-nm field was added to the first field. The phenomenon was not observed when the grating was presented very briefly or was of higher spatial frequency, nor when detection was mediated by the M cones; but an analogous facilitation was obtained for both red and green targets when the task was to detect a sinusoidally flickering stimulus of low temporal frequency (Sternheim et al 1978) . Similarly, Wandell & Pugh (1980b) have found facilitated detection of 200-msec 667-nm test flashes when a 540-nm field is added to a fixed, bright 650-nm field, a facilitation that is absent for 10-msee flashes (Wandell & Pugh 1980a) . Particularly dramatic examples of such effects are seen for shortwave targets when flashed yellow fields are used to cancel the response saturation that is produced by flashed violet fields (Stromeyer et al 1978b (Stromeyer et al , 1979 .
The available evidence suggests some properties common to these phenomena: the facilitation occurs when the first colored field is of moderate to high intensity, and is absent if the second field is presented dichoptically; most important, it occurs under conditions that favor detection by chromatically opponent processes. propose the term combinative euchromatopsia for this facilitation of chromatic discrimination that occurs when certain adapting fields are combined. Combinative euchromatopsia points to a general hypothesis: a color-opponent channel is most sensitive to input perturbations when in the middle of its response range; sensitivity is lost if the channel is polarized, i.e. driven toward one or other extreme of its response range by large differences between the quantum catches of different classes of cone (Pugh & Mollon 1979 . THE DYNAMIC DYSCHROMATOPSIAS Transient tritanopia (see above) proved to have an analog in transient protanopia, a loss in sensitivity to longwave flashes after extinction of a dim cyan or a dim red field (Mollon & Polden 1977b , Reeves 1980 ; and indeed losses of sensitivity at the onsets and offsets of colored fields may .prove to be the rule when detection is www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews mediated by chromatic channels (although, except in the case of the shortwave system, the availability of alternative channels will usually obscure the magnitude of the effects). A genetic term is needed for this family of effects and I tentatively suggest that dynamic dyschromatopsia would capture their defining properties. It is particularly significant that transient ttitanopia does not occur when a blue field is added to the usual yellow field so as to yield a composite field of neutral color (Augenstein & Pugh 1977) ; that transient tritanopia was not found in one of the rare patients, "blue cone monochromats," who appear to lack L and M cones (Hansen et al 1978) ; and that transient protanopia is absent when the adapting field is yellow (i.e. neither reddish nor greenish) and when the targets are small or brief (Reeves 1980) . Transient tritanopia and transient protanopia are both reduced if the adapting field is flickered (Loomis 1980 , Reeves 1980 , and transient tritanopia is paradoxically absent if the longwave adapting field is too intense (Mollon & Polden 1976b ).
An explanation of transient tritanopia has been proposed by Pugh & Mollon (1979) . During initial adaptation to a longwave field, signals from L and M cones are thought to polarize an opponent site through which signals from the S cones must pass, but a restoring force acts .to reduce the polatization. The restoting force depends on the input of a leaky integrator with a long time constant, and the input to the integrator is a function of the difference between the signal from the S cones and that from the L and M cones. When the adapting field is suddenly removed, the restoring force continues to act for some seconds and, being now unopposed, polatizes the opponent site and leads to a loss of sensitivity. The loss of sensitivity that accompanies polarization is the same as that postulated above to account for combinative euchromatopsia. Valeton & van Norren (1979) demonstrate transient tdtanopia at the level of the b-wave of the local dectroretinogram recorded from the fovea of a Rhesus monkey; this suggests that the chromatic interaction occurs at or before the level of the bipolar cells.
Possible Identity of Opponent Mechanisms Revealed by Changes in Sensitivity, by Phenomenological Cancellation, and by Chromaticity Discrimination
Are the opponent channels revealed by recent threshold measurements the same as those (Hurvich 1978) examined in classical studies of phenomenal cancellation? Using slightly different experimental techniques, and Pugh & Latimer (1980) have asked whether longwave lights of the radiance required to cancel the phenomenal blueness of a shortwave light are also lights that produce maximal facilitation under www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews conditions of combinative euchromatopsia; Pugh and Latimer give a positive answer, Poldcn and Mollon a negative one. Williams et al (1980) have asked whether the "cardinal directions" of color space, as revealed by selective alterations of sensitivity, are the same as those suggested by earlier phenomenological studies. They use a new colorimeter in which lasers provide the three primaries. The crucial idea of their technique is to adapt a putative channel by repeated brief excursions along a particular direction in an equiluminant color space and then to probe sensitivity to liminal excursions in this and other directions. Dynamic adaptation along a redgreen axis produces maximal loss of sensitivity to liminal excursions along that axis, whereas thresholds arc hardly changed for excursions along a tritan confusion line; conversely, adaptation along a tritan line produces maximum loss on that axis and little on the red-green axis. When adaptation is along other fines, the loss of sensitivity is much less selective; and in particular this is so when the adaptation is along a line connecting phenomenally pure blue and pure ycllow, an axis that does not coincide With a tritan confusion line.
The hypothesis suggested by combinativc euchromatopsia (see above) has an analog in a quite different literature, that concerned with predicting thresholds for chromaticity discrimination; the idea is explicit, for example, in the 1961 "line-element" of Friele (see . Similarly, in reconstructing a tritan wavelength-discrimination function from ~r 4 and rs, Cavonius & Est6vcz (1978) found that thresholds did not depend simply on the rate of change of the ratio of the two sensitivities; it was necessary to assume that the discrimination threshold rose with r 1"5, where r is the ratio of the adaptation levels of the two cone mechanisms.
DO STILES'S ~" MECHANISMS CORRESPOND TO CONE FUNDAMENTALS?
Ostensibly it looks as if Stiles settled on spatial and temporal parameters that would invite detection of his target by color-opponent channels. If this is so, then the sensitivity of postreceptoral channels will be varying as p is varied in field-sensitivity measurements, and thus the measured sensitivity cannot bc that of a singJe class of cone.
Experimental
Tests Recent literature offers several experimental tests of whether the ~r mechanisms satisfy the properties expected of individual classes of cone.
FIELD DISPLACEMENT RULE Sigel & Pugh (1980) report that "shape invariance" of the t.v.i, curve (see Introduction) does hold for a wide range www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews of values of # under conditions that isolate the longwave mechanism, If, however, the t.v.i, curves for ~,=667 nm are extended to higher field radiances, a single template will not fit the data for all values of/z (Wandell & Pugh 1980b) ; it was those discrepancies that led Stiles to postulate his "high-intensity" red-sensitive mechanism, ors'. Shape invariance does hold for the full range of the t.v.i, curve if 10-msec flashes are used instead of the 200-msec flashes used by Stiles (Wandell & Pugh 1980a) .
FIELD ADDITIVITY This test, like the previous one, depends on the Principles of Univariance and Adaptive Independence. It was introduced by de Vales (1949) , although his characteristically elliptical account has enjoyed little credit in recent discussions. Suppose we measure t.v.i, curves for two different field wavelengths, #1 and/x 2. Knowing thereby, for a given w mechanism, the relative etiiciencies of the two wavelengths, we can calculate what should be the effect of a given mixture of/zl and/z 2, if indeed the ¢r mechanisms are adaptively independent and if, once absorbed, all photons are equal. The most thorough study of field additivity is that of Pugh (1976) who demonstrated that additivity held for I if both /zl and /z 2 were (500 ran, but "superadditivity" held for/z1(500 nm and/z2)550 nm. Sigel & Pugh (1980) show that additivity holds for 5 atthelow fiel d intensities used in Stiles's measurements.
SILENT SUBSTITUTION Can a transition be made between two fields of different wavelength without disturbing the sensitivity of a ¢r mechanism, as is theoretically possible for a cone? No such case has yet been reported. Failures of silent substitution under conditions isolating "/71 and ¢r5~ were found by Mollon & Polden (1975) and Sternheim et al (1977) respectively, but a failure of silent substitution is little argument against the independence of ~" mechanisms, for Stiles explicitly required that adaptation be at equilibrium.
COINCIDENCE OF TEST AND FIELD SENSITIVITIES If ¢r mechanisms are adaptively independent, the relative spectral sensitivity obtained by manipulating ~ (test sensitivity) should coincide with relative field sensitivity, in those parts of the spectrum where both can be measured. This test was central to Stiles's original discussions and he showed, for example, impressive agreement between test and field sensitivities for ¢rl and ¢r 3 in the range 400-500 nm (see Stiles 1978, p. 205) . Now that we know more about how to reduee contamination by opponent processes, further application of this test to rr4 and rr5 might be valuable.
PREDICTION OF COLOR MATCHING If a subset of the ~r mechanisms has the sensitivities of cones, it is necessary, though not sufficient, that they www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews should be linear transformations of color-matching functions. With only minor discrepancies this condition has been shown to hold for rr3, rr4, and ¢r~ by Est6vez & Cavonius (1977) , who empirically obtained both types measurement from the same observers, and by Pugh & Sigel (1978) , who related Stiles's tabulated zr mechanisms to the Stiles and Butch 1955 colormatching functions.
A Theory of zrl and rr 3
To explain the two-branched t.v.i, curve found when violet flashes are presented on longwave fields, Pugh & Mollon (1979) suppose that a signal originating in the S cones must pass through two successive sites, at each of which the signal may be attenuated. The first site probably corresponds to the outer segments of the S cones, and here the attenuation depends only on the rate at which photons are absorbed from the background by the S cones. At the second site, which is chromatically opponent, the attenuation depends on the magnitude of the difference between the signal from S cones and that from the L and M cones. For #>550 nm, the lower (¢rl) branch of the t.v.i, curve depends only on increasing polarization of the second site, since such fields produce negligible absorptions in the S cones. However, owing to bleaching .and perhaps other processes of response compression, the signal from the L and M cones cannot grow indefinitely; hence the "limited conditioning effect" discussed earlier. Eventually, however, as the longwave field is made still more intense, it produces a significant level of direct absorptions in the S cones and then the ¢r 3 branch is obtained. The "superadditivity" found by Pugh (1976) arises because long-and shortwave fields largely act at different sites. The "response saturation" described by Mollon & Polden (1977a) occurs when attenuation is increasing concomitantly at both sites as the intensity of a shortwave field is increased.
Self-Screening
Some part of the difference in shape between Kfnig fundamentals and the mechanisms ¢r4 and ¢r 5 may arise because the former correspond to a 2°f oveal field and the latter to a 1° field; the average length of outer segments will be higher for the smaller field and the absorbance spectrum should therefore be broader (see above).
It is interesting that a field sensitivity narrower than that of zr5 has been reported when the subject's task is to detect not a 200-msee flash but the flicker of a 10 Hz longwave target (Ingling & Tsou 1977 , Sharpe 1980 . explain this result one might suppose that the use of a relatively highfrequency target reduces the contribution of opponent channels, but here again a change of self-screening may play a part. Baylor et al (1979) , recording membrane current from individual toad rods and stimulating restricted parts of the outer segment, found that the time constant of www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews response was much shorter at the vitreal end of the outer segment; if this were so for mammalian cones, narrow field-sensitivity functions might arise because threshold flicker was always detected at the vitreal end of the receptor and the effective absorbance was low. This hypothesis assumes that adaptation is local within the outer segment.
Conclusions
The evidence suggests that ~r 5 corresponds closely to the L cones. Systematic tests for zr 4 are not yet available, but its sensitivity is unlikely to be far from that of the M cones, except in the region of 475 nm, where the ratio of zr 4 to rr 5 does not well predict the color matches of a tritanope. The failures of adaptive independence seen for rr~ should be set in perspective: they affect only the longwave limb of the field-sensitivity function, and in the region 400-500 nm the (corneal) sensitivity of the S cones is almost certainly given by rr~.
Why did Stiles come so close to the cone fundamentals despite adopting what in retrospect seem to be unsuitable target parameters? One previously unappreciated strength of the two-color method is perhaps the polarization of chromatic channels that is caused by the monochromatic fields; for most values of g, detection will depend on nonopponent channels that probably vary little in their sensitivity as/.t is varied in a field-sensitivity experiment. It also now seems important that Stiles used a relatively low value for his criterion field intensity. The slight flattening of the peak of rr 5 in the region of 575 nm may represent local contamination by red-green opponent channels left unpolarized by the yellow field. It might also represent absorption by the ~ band of oxyhemoglobin at 576 nm.
SILENT SUBSTITUTION FOR POSTRECEPTORAL CHANNELS? THE REIFICATION OF LUMINANCE
Many recent papers have proposed that chromatically opponent channels can be isolated by arranging a silent substitution for the putative nonopponent channel: the observer is required to respond to a temporal or spatial transition between stimuli that are of different wavelength but equal luminance. The technique is venerable: in its temporal form it was used by Pi6ron (1931) , who explicitly postulated independent analysis of hue and brightness; and in its spatial form it was used by Lehmann (1904) . In spatiotemporal version of the method, Nissen & Pokorny (1977) have measured reaction time for stimuli presented in "hue-substitution" mode, and Bowen et al (1977) have similarly measured two-pulse discrimination: monochromatic light is briefly substituted for the central area of an equiluminant white field, and it is found that latency is longest and twopulse resolution poorest when the substituted light is yellowish (ca 570 nm), www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews whereas at longer and shorter wavelengths the subject's performance approaches that for luminance increments. A spatial form of the technique, in which a colored bar of variable luminance is set in a fixed white field, has been used to study color vision in infants (Teller et al 1978) : in the case some colored bars there was no luminance at which the bar did not significantly attract the infant's gaze, but for other colors, lying vaguely but not precisely on a tritan axis, such a luminance could be four ~.~. Lehmann (1904) found that the verschobene Schachbrettfigur of Miinsterberg lost its distortion under "isoluminant" conditions whereas the Miiller-Lyer illusion survived. Both these results have been rediscovered by Gregory (1977b) , using similar apparatus, but one nice contradiction remains for someone to sort out: Lehmann writes "wenn Figur und Grund dieselbe Helligkeit haben, sind die Hauptlinien des ZSller'schen Musters vollstlindig parallel," whereas Gregory says the distortions of the ZSllner figure were "essentially unchanged."
Hue-substitution techniques, though they may throw up interesting phenomena, do not safely isolate chromatic channels. Suppose that a red field is briefly substituted for a white field of equal luminance. During the substitution an increment is presented to the L receptors and a decrement to the M receptors; transient responses will arise from both classes of receptor. In the spatial case, analogous transients will be present, if only as the result of eye movements. Those who intend to isolate chromatic channels must make the following assumptions: (a) the positive and negative transients are symmetrical in magnitude and waveform at the nonopponent site where they cancel; (b) the weightings of different cone inputs are identical for all nonopponent cells; and (c) linear summation occurs in the nonopponent channel for transient signals from different cones even though many nonopponent neurons (the Y cells) are known not to show linear summation for signals from different local areas. In short, we must reify luminance in the form of a single channel that has the spectral sensitivity of Vx and obeys the Principle of Univariance. Given the variety of postreceptoral neurons and the biological significance of transients, it seems deeply implausible that assumptions a-c will always be valid. I am not saying that detection of "isoluminous" targets will invariably depend on nonchromatic channels; if the targets are at threshold and if one uses other devices that we believe favor chromatic channels (if e.g. the liminal target is large and blurred as in the study of duration thresholds by Pokorny et al 1979b) , then isolation may be possible; but if the isoluminous target is well above threshold, as in studies cited earlier, then one has no guarantee that chromatic channels are isolated. Bowen et al (1980) cut away their own position by admitting that isolation will fail "at high luminances"; they offer no valid way of knowing when the safety margin has been crossed.
The receptor-transient hypothesis is very ditficult to eliminate, because www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews the magnitude of transient responses and the phenomenal saturation of the substituted color both necessarily depend on how far the new quantum catches differ from those produced in the different cones by the white light. However, the properties of the shortwave system (see above) suggest one prediction: ff the response depends on nonchromatic channels, its variation with wavelength should resemble the tritanope's saturation function, since only L and M cones will be involved (Mellon 1980b). Now, indeed, the poorest performance does occur when 570-nm light is substituted for white --these lights lie approximately on a tdtan confusion line and their interchange should produce minimal transients in L and M cones--but 570-nm light is minimally saturated even for the normal, and more interesting would be a transition from white to the shortwave tritan neutral point, where the substituted light is very saturated. This has not been speciiically tested. However, we know from other literature that a spatial tdtan transition is extremely difficult to detect (see above); and similarly Boynton Kaiser (1978) report that a "ilickerless exchange" occurs when members a tritan pair are alternated at low frequency. Is it likely that rapid reactions can be made to such exchanges? The receptor-transient hypothesis offers an interesting interpretation of the results of Teller and her associates on neonatal tdtanopia. Perhaps the infant is not tdtanopic but indeed is effectively color blind, as might be expected if its visual behavior depended on the superior colliculus. Spatial transients detected by L and M cones could reach the colliculus and control eye movements.
TO WHAT EXTENT IS COLOR ANALYZED INDEPENDENTLY OF OTHER ATTRIBUTES OF THE RETINAL IMAGE?
There is space here only to indicate some recent papers that might be judged relevant to this celebrated question. For earlier evidence and further discussion, see MoRon (197713) . Michael (1978a Michael ( ,b,c, 1979 ) reports a systematic study of the spatial properties of color-opponent cells in the stdate cortex of the macaque. Color opponency, though present in only a subset of all cells, was associated with each of the receptive-field types classically distinguished by Hubel and Wiesel: concentric, simple, complex, hypercomplex. The first two types were concentrated in layer IV of the cortex and were almost always monocular, whereas complex and hypercomplex cells were most common in other layers and often could be driven from both eyes. The orientational and directional preferences of a given cell were independent of the wavewww.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews length used for stimulation. Conversely, however, Krtiger & Gouras (1980) report that the wavelength selectivity of a given cell increases with the length of a stimulating bar.
Cortical Electrophysiology
Bearing on our question in a distinct way is the work of Zeki (1978 Zeki ( , 1980 , who identifies two adjacent areas in the prestriate cortex of the Rhesus monkey that appear to be specialized for the analysis of color. The first of these ("V4") lies on the anterior bank of the lunate sulcus and the second in the lateral part of the posterior bank of the superior temporal sulcus. At least 56% of all cells in these areas were color opponent. Some coloropponent cells had an orientational preference, but most were not selective for either orientation or direction of motion. Kriiger & Gouras (1980) have questioned whether spectral selectivity is in fact more common in V4 than in other areas; this controversy is not yet settledl but it may be significant that Kriiger and Gouras confined themselves to foveal projection areas, and it is a pity they did not attempt one of Zeki's most striking comparisons, that between the lateral and medial regions of the posterior bank of the superior temporal sulcus, regions which Zeki reports to be specialized for color and movement respectively.
Color-Contingent Aftereffects
Color aftereffects have been reported that are contingent on the orientation or spatial frequency or direction of movement of a test stimulus. In each case the aftereffect is popularly attributed to the presence in our visual system of neurons specific to more than one stimulus attribute (although in several respects these phenomena resemble Pavlovian conditioning). A recommended review is given by StromeYer (1978) .
Pathology
After central damage, color vision may be lost completely with little or no loss of acuity. A disorder of this kind has been described by Young & Fishman (1980) in a 70-year-old patient who had suffered a cerebral infarct, and by in a younger man who had suffered a febrile illness, probably herpes encephalitis. By the technique of Stiles, it is possible to discover whether color-blind patients of this kind retain access to signals from more than one class of cone, since we can measure increment thresholds without asking anything about color. The patient of Mollon et al definitely retained both M and L cones but apparently lacked the machinery to compare their signals. In the light of current theories of the shortwave system, it is of special interest to know whether signals from the S cones can control the responses of such patients: increment-threshold measurements suggested that the short-wavelength mechanism was absent in the case of Young and Fishman and present in that of Mollon et al. www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews
The Problem of Perceptual Synthesis
A priori considerations rule out complete independence and complete integration of the analyses of color and form. It would be no good having a system in which there were, say, single units specific to chartreuse-colored Volkswagens moving left at a distance of three meters, since we need to explain how the system recognizes a Volkswagen for what it is independently of its accidental features such as hue. But equally, we cannot postulate complete independence of analysis, since the subject, observing a complex scene, can quickly tell us that the Volkswagen is yellow and the Mini Metro is scarlet. Insofar as the analyses of different attributes are independent, there must be a mechanism for perceptual synthesis, for relating the outcomes of the separate analyses. Treisman & Gelade (1980) , reviving a hypothesis of Exner, propose that selective attention provides the necessary mechanism and that indeed we carry out the synthesis for only one part of the field at once. They report that if a subject is required to scan an array for the presence of a single feature (e.g. a color or a form), reaction time varies little with the number of items in the array; but if he must identify a conjunction of features (e.g. pink O in a background of pink Ns and green Os), then reaction time increases with the number of items. The identification of a conjunction of hue and form requires the serial application of focal attention to individual items in our visual field.
